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The electric contact reliability depends on a lot of elements that change their effect in accordance with the load type. For high power loads it is 
essential that the contact should be able to eliminate the heat created during switching. For low power loads, instead, it is important that oxides 
or other impurities do not obstruct the passing of the electric signal. The choice of the electric contacts material is a compromise between 
different and sometimes opposing requirements. For position switches contacts it is usually used a silver alloy that has resulted suitable for 
switching of loads in the range between about 1 KW and 0,1 W. Moving below this power range, it is possible to have some effects because of 
the oxide naturally created by silver on contact with the air; just as possible contaminations or impurities in the contact switching chamber, for 
example the talc powder in wires sheathes that an installer could accidentally insert in the switch, become very important.

It is not possible to define a fix threshold beyond which the “missing switching phenomenon” does not appear, because there are a lot of 
mechanical end electric parameters that influence this value. For example, a good twin bridge electric contact in laboratory is able to switch 
without signal loosing loads of about microW for dozens of millions of handling operations. However, this does not mean that the same contact 
is able to provide the same services when the switch operates in an area with sudden changes of temperature (condensate formation) or with 
few switchings (oxides formation).
To avoid part of this type of problems, for very low loads are used gold plated contacts, profiting from the non-oxidability of this material. The 
thickness of the gold-plating should be adequate to be mechanically resistant to switching and to be electrically resistant to possible sparks that 
may vaporize it. It is for this reason that Pizzato Elettrica uses micron thickness gold plating suitable for millions of working cycles. Gold platings 
with lower thickness have simply an aesthetic function, suitable only for protection of the product against oxidation when kept in stock for long 
time.

The minimum current and voltage values suggested by Pizzato Elettrica are readable on the diagram below, divided in two areas defined by a 
steady power limit. These values identify voltage and current combinations with high commutation reliability in most industrial fields. The lower 
voltage and current limits shown in the diagram are typical minimum values in industrial application that may also be reduced in not generical 
conditions. It is recommended, however, to always evaluate that the power signal to commutate should be at least one magnitude order higher 
than the noise produced in the electric circuit, in particular when circuit cables are long and pass through areas with high electromagnetic fields, 
especially with signal powers lower than 10 mW. 
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7  Operation voltage and current for reliable switching

100 mW  Suggested limit for general applications with snap action contact blocks with silver alloy contacts.

200 mW  Suggested limit for general applications with slow action contact blocks with silver alloy contacts.
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